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ABSTRACT
Systems of coupled cavity modes have the potential to provide bright quantum optical states of light in a highly versatile manner. Microring
resonators, for instance, are highly scalable candidates for photon sources. Thanks to CMOS fabrication techniques for their small footprint
and the relative ease of coupling many such microrings together. However, surface roughness of the waveguides and defects in the coupler
geometry routinely induce splitting of the cavity modes due to backscattering and backcoupling. The parasitic back-propagating mode in a
microring leads to hybridization of the modes, altering the linear and nonlinear properties of a system of coupled cavity modes and ultimately
constraining the fidelity of quantum light sources that can be produced. In this paper, we derive a comprehensive general model for Gaussian
nonlinear processes in systems of coupled cavity modes based on an effective field Hamiltonian and a dispersive input–output model. The
resulting dynamics of the equations of motion are evaluated in a Gaussian process formalism via symplectic transformations on the optical
modes. We then use this framework to numerically model and explore the problem of backscattering in microring resonators in physically
relevant parameter regimes, involving the splitting of various resonances, and we calculate the consequent impurity and heralding efficiency
of various heralded photon schemes. We provide a perturbative explanation of the observations and assess the correspondence between
spontaneous and stimulated processes in these systems.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0044059

I. INTRODUCTION

Microring resonators are a promising platform for delivering
on-chip quantum light sources,1–3 offering high brightness4–6 and
increasingly high purity for interference.7,8 However, even slight fab-
rication defects of waveguides lead to loss and backscattering,9,10

which in microrings causes coupling of the forward and back-
ward propagating modes. In the linear optical regime, these effects
have long been well understood11,12 and are becoming well char-
acterized experimentally,13,14 including asymmetric Fano splitting
of the resonances,15,16 and methods to overcome these limitations
have been demonstrated.17–19 Microring cavities have great poten-
tial for being used in sensing applications,20–22 where backscat-
tering often degrades performance, although counter-propagating

modes can be exploited for some sensing applications.23–25 Non-
linear optics remains predominantly constrained to single cavi-
ties,26–29 with multiple degenerate cavity modes just considered in
the continuous-wave (CW) pumping regime,6 alongside preliminary
investigations into interrogation of the back-propagating modes.30

Similarly, backscatter in cavities generating Kerr frequency combs
often plays a significant role in degrading the quality of resonance
and subsequent phase stability,31–33 although these classical mod-
els tend to focus on soliton formation in the steady states of the
strongly nonlinear regime,34,35 with counter-propagating solitons
only recently being proposed36 and demonstrated.37

These systems, however, differ drastically from the Gaussian
regime in consideration here, in which we pursue properties of
the spectral correlations between quantum fields of a few cavity
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resonances in the presence of weak nonlinearities that can be well
approximated by Hamiltonians which are just quadratic in the
quantum mode operators, i.e., Gaussian nonlinearities. This pre-
cludes application to Kerr Hamiltonians, which are quartic, were all
the fields to be treated quantum mechanically. However, in many
instances, some bright fields can be treated classically, resulting
in quantum fields that evolve under Gaussian (quadratic) Hamil-
tonians. Beyond backscattering in microrings, a general quantum
mechanical treatment of the broadband spectral behaviors of a num-
ber of coupled cavity modes coupled to a number of waveguides has
a wide range of application in increasingly complex photonic devices
being fabricated, from the linear dynamics of photonic atoms and
molecules38–40 to next generation quantum light sources comprising
multiple cavities.41,42 While temporal coupled mode theory (TCMT)
has been demonstrated in the linear regime,43,44 and for limited
nonlinear systems,41,45 a general Hamiltonian based model for eval-
uating the Gaussian nonlinear quantum optical mode transforma-
tions induced by several cavities, coupled to several waveguides, with
arbitrary pumping and input states, remains to be demonstrated.
Moreover, the Gaussian treatment demonstrated here exemplifies
the nature of the linear symplectic inversion necessary to arrive
at the full Gaussian solutions to such systems (applicable for arbi-
trary pumping and input fields). This invites the demonstration of a
novel perturbative solution, as well as its polar decomposition, which
provides insights into spontaneous and stimulated behaviors of
general systems.

The result presented herein provides a system of equations that
can be directly applied to a wide host of systems, mitigating the need
to derive such equations on an ad hoc basis. Furthermore, in the
pursued treatment, different waveguide dispersions can be captured,
and the solution to the system is the full Gaussian mode transforma-
tion46,47 easily facilitating the investigation of features beyond the
often used first order approximations, such as applications in non-
linear interferometry.48 In addition, a first order perturbative solu-
tion is presented, in the nonlinear interaction, that allows the linear
dynamics of the system to be maintained to arbitrary order, thereby
helping to explain phenomena relating to the stimulated and spon-
taneous processes. The subsequent application to backscattering in
photon pair generation provides a clear understanding of how the
various effects manifest and how to accommodate them, which will
directly aid in the design of a range of microring based devices.

To pursue a complete quantum optical model of such sys-
tems of coupled cavity modes, we draw closely upon the effec-
tive field methods developed to treat nonlinear optical processes
in dispersive media in a canonical formalism,49–52 in particular its
application to microring resonators,28,29 which closely resembles
input–output formalisms for TCMTs often used for such systems.
This framework, however, is also applicable to modes of differ-
ing dispersions providing strict notions of mode orthogonality and
normalization.51,53

II. THE MODEL
We consider a system of J waveguide “channels” with effec-

tive field annihilation operators ŝj(z, t), with j = 1, . . . , J.49,52 The
displacement field in these waveguides is

D̂(r) =∑
j

√
h̵Ωj

2
1
√

2π
eik(Ωj)zd�j (x, y)ŝj(z, t) + h.c.,

with transverse coordinates x and y and the longitudinal coordinate
z being dependent on the field j. The channel field j is associated with
the central frequency Ωj and the dispersion relation kj(Ω) for which
we expand just to first order having a group velocity vj. The nor-
malization prefactors ensure that the effective field operators obey
the standard equal-time commutation relations ([ŝj(z, t), ŝ†j′(z

′, t)]
= δjj′δ(z − z′)), provided the transverse field profiles are normalized
accordingly (see Appendix F).

There will exist multiple effective fields indexed by different j’s
occupying the same spatial mode over disjoint frequency intervals,
resulting in effective fields, which are narrowband, and thus slowly
varying in space owing to the fast varying factor eik(Ωj)z , which leads
to additional terms arising in the EM Hamiltonian.52 The different
effective fields are associated with independent first order dispersion
relations, meaning that higher-order dispersive properties of the
waveguides may be present in the model. However, the individual
narrowband effective fields are subject to only linear dispersion. As
such, we require that each effective field is sufficiently narrowband
to neglect higher order dispersion.

These are coupled at z = 0 to N cavity modes with the anni-
hilation operator ân(t), where n = 1, . . . , N, and energy ωn. The
coupling between channel mode j and cavity mode n is given by
the channel–cavity coupling elements γnj. Cavity mode n is coupled
to cavity mode m with cavity–cavity coupling gnm. Finally, chan-
nel mode j is coupled to channel k (at z = 0) by channel–channel
coupling Cjk. We note that such a point coupling model is only pos-
sible when group velocities are matched, so we insist that Cjk ≠ 0
⇒ vj = vk. The complete linear Hamiltonian is

H(L) = h̵∑
n

ωnâ†
nân + h̵∑

j

⎛

⎝
Ωj ∫ dzŝ†j (z)ŝj(z) +

ivj

2 ∫
dz

×
⎛

⎝

dŝ†j (z)
dz

ŝj(z) − ŝ†j (z)
dŝj(z)

dz
⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠

+ h̵∑
nl

γnl(â
†
n ŝl(0) + h.c.) + h̵∑

nm
gnmâ†

nâm

+ h̵∑
jl

Cjl ŝ
†
j (0)ŝl(0). (1)

The first term is the free Hamiltonian for the cavity modes,
and the third, fourth, and fifth terms describe channel–cavity,
cavity–cavity, and channel–channel coupling, respectively. The sec-
ond term describes the free Hamiltonian of the channels, exhibiting
terms arising from the series (linear) expansion of the dispersion
relation and a subsequent partial integration.49,54 Let V, Ω, and ω
be the diagonal matrices of group velocities (vi), carrier frequencies
of effective fields (Ωi), and cavity modes (ωi), respectively. We also
denote that the matrices C, g, and γ have elements Cjl, gnm, and γnj,
respectively so that g = g† and C = C†.

We focus on the nonlinear Hamiltonian resulting from the
χ(3) response of the material, which will be assumed to only
occur in the cavities, in which the field amplitudes are large and
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may be described by

H(NL)
= h̵ ∑

nn′mm′
λnn′mm′(â†

nâ†
n′ âmâm′ + h.c.), (2)

with λ to be determined by the underlying cavity geometry and
material properties (see Appendix E). Similarly, χ(2) processes could
be tackled in a more straightforward manner. We will neglect
nonlinear losses, such as two-photon and free-carrier absorption.55

A. Linear equations of motion
We construct vectors containing effective field oper-

ators in the channel and cavity and denote them by
bold operators s(z, t) = (ŝ1(z, t), ŝ2(z, t), . . . , ŝJ(z, t))⊺ and a(t)
= (â1(t), â2(t), . . . , âN(t))⊺. The channel mode operators obey the
Heisenberg equations of motion (EOMs),

(
∂

∂t
+ V

∂

∂z
+ iΩ)s(z, t) = −iγ†a(t)δ(z) − iCs(0, t). (3)

The fields entering and exiting the coupling region are given by the
one-sided limits s±(0, t) ∶= limz→0± s(z, t), and at the discontinuity,
we impose s(0, t) = 1

2(s
+
(0, t) + s−(0, t)). We may then compactly

express the input–output relations (see Appendix A)

s+(0, t) = T(s−(0, t) − iV−1γ̄†a(t))

with

C̃ ∶= (𝟙 + i
2

V−1C),

T ∶= C̃−1C̃†, γ̄ ∶= γC̃−1. (4)

Note that T ∶= C̃−1C̃†
= exp{−2i tan−1

(V−1 C/2)} is explicitly uni-
tary and can asymptotically approach arbitrary passive transforma-
tions. We first consider the linear equations of motion [H(NL)

= 0]
for the cavity modes,

(
d
dt
+ iω +

1
2

γ̄V−1γ†
+ ig)a(t) = −iγ̄s−(0, t), (5)

which, in terms of the slowly varying envelope operators
ã(t) = exp(iωt)a(t) and s̃(0, t) = exp(iΩt)s(0, t),56 read

(
d
dt
+ Γ̄(t))ã(t) = −iγ̄(t)s̃−(0, t)

with

Γ̄ ∶=
1
2

γ̄V−1γ†
+ ig,

Γ̄(t) ∶= eiωt Γ̄e−iωt , γ̄(t) ∶= eiωt γ̄e−iΩt . (6)

Linear transformations admit frequency domain solutions in terms
of the Fourier transformed operators,

s̃±(z, t) = ∫
dk
√

2π
s̃±(k)eikze−iVkt .

To facilitate moving to a frequency domain model, we introduce the
phenomenological group velocities, V, for the cavity modes. Then,
the Fourier amplitudes for the cavity fields are defined as

ã(k) = V∫
dt
√

2π
ã(t)eiVkt .

Then, by induction, we find (see Appendix H) that

∫ dk′(−iVk′δ(k − k′) + Γ̄(k, k′))ã(k′) = −i∫ dk′γ̄(k, k′)s−(k′),
(7)

where we have defined

Γ̄(k, k′) ∶= V∫
dt
2π

ei(Vk+ω)t Γ̄e−i(Vk′+ω)t ,

γ̄(k, k′) ∶= V∫
dt
2π

ei(Vk+ω)t γ̄e−i(Vk′+Ω)t .

This linear system can be solved exactly in terms of the absolute fre-
quency, as shown in Appendix D. We often consider, however, the
case of equal tunings and group velocities where Γ̄ and γ̄ have sup-
port, i.e., γnj ≠ 0⇒ Vjj = Vnn and gnm ≠ 0⇒ ωn = ωm. In this case,
both integrands become proportional to δ(k − k′), and we have

ã(k) = −i(−ikV + Γ̄)−1γ̄s̃−(k). (8)

For this, the transmitted fields become

s̃+(k) = T(𝟙 − V−1γ̄†
(−ikV + Γ̄)−1γ̄)s̃−(k). (9)

These solutions to the linear equations of motion constitute a system
of equations equivalent to those encountered in the existing litera-
ture on the temporal coupled mode theory of multiple optical cavi-
ties. This approach, however, derived from an underlying Hamilto-
nian that is explicitly Hermitian, avoids redundancies in parameter-
ization.43,57 The precise relationship between TCMT models and the
more general quasi-normal modes of such systems is left for future
work.44,58

B. Nonlinear equations of motion
With the inclusion of the nonlinear Hamiltonian [Eq. (2)],

we obtain additional terms in the EOMs for the cavity modes
[Eq. (5)]. In particular, to the ân(t) element on the lhs of Eq. (5),
we must introduce the terms i∑n′mm′λnn′mm′ â†

n′ âmâm′ . When all
fields are treated quantum mechanically, closed form solutions to
the EOMs can rarely be found, and for bright quantum fields,
numeric approaches do not yield well to perturbative methods.
At this stage, we move to the Gaussian regime and declare which
fields are signal fields, which will be assumed relatively weak and
treated quantum mechanically. These include both signal and idler
fields from conventional treatments of four-wave mixing (FWM),
although owing to the multiplicity or degeneracy of these fields they
are all considered signal fields. In contrast, pump fields are those
bright fields that may be approximated by their classical mean fields,
which will obey the same equations of motion, with the operators
being replaced with the mean fields ⟨âpn(t)⟩. These bright pump
fields obey cubic equations of motion when including all nonlin-
ear effects, although they can be tractably numerically solved inde-
pendently, provided we neglect the negligible effects arising from
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back-action from the weak signal fields, i.e., we exclude nonlinear
coupling to the quantum signal modes in the pump modes’ EOMs.
This approximation effectively neglects any annihilation of pump
photons through coupling to signal fields and is called the unde-
pleted pump approximation. In addition, nonlinear terms involving
only signal fields can be safely neglected from their EOMs. This
regime prevents the (quartic) Kerr Hamiltonian from acting on the
quantum fields directly and instead is capable only of dealing with
instances where two (of the four) fields it acts on need to be treated
quantum mechanically, resulting in, at most, quadratic terms in the
quantum EOMs.

We then have two systems of equations: (1) the classical EOMs
for the pump fields and (2) the quantum mechanical quadratic
EOMs for the signal fields driven by time-dependent contribu-
tions from the pump fields. These signal fields then exhibit time-
dependent quadratic nonlinear interactions, hence their Gaussian
nature, and these come in two forms: Phase modulation—which
contributes to terms of the form i∑pn′p′λnpn′p′⟨â†

p⟩⟨âp′⟩ân′ that
resembles a time varying linear process and includes frequency con-
version when n′ ≠ n—and Squeezing—in which the evolution of the
creation and annihilation operators becomes coupled together via
terms of the form i∑n′pp′λnn′pp′⟨âp⟩⟨âp′⟩â†

n′ . Note that even in the
case of perturbative methods, such as photon pair generation consid-
ered below, it is implicit that the system is in the Gaussian regime in
order to obtain the quadratic Hamiltonian for the declared quantum
fields.

To accommodate these quadratic terms in the EOMs, it is con-
venient to adopt the formalisms of Gaussian quantum optics46,47

and introduce the capitalized vectors of operators containing both
creation and annihilation operators, Ã(t) = (ã⊺(t), ã†

(t))⊺ and
S̃±(0, t) = (s̃±T

(0, t), s̃±†(0, t))⊺. By doing so, we may express the
full nonlinear equations of motion for the signal fields in the cavity,

(
d
dt
+ Γ̄(t))Ã(t) = −iγ̄(t)S̃−(0, t),

Γ̄(t) ∶=
⎛
⎜
⎝

Γ̄(t) + Γ̄(PM)
(t) Γ̄(Sq)

(t)

Γ̄(Sq)∗
(t) Γ̄∗(t) + Γ̄(PM)∗

(t)

⎞
⎟
⎠

,

γ̄(t) ∶=
⎛
⎜
⎝

γ̄(t) 0

0 γ̄∗(t)

⎞
⎟
⎠

,

(10)

where the elements of the nonlinear parts are

(Γ̄(Sq)
(t))si = i∑

pp′
λsipp′⟨ãp(t)⟩⟨ãp′(t)⟩ei(ωs+ωi−ωp−ωp′ )t ,

(Γ̄(PM)
(t))si = i∑

pp′
λspip′⟨ãp(t)⟩⟨ã†

p′(t)⟩e
i(ωs−ωi+ωp−ωp′ )t .

(11)

Solutions to these EOMs are, in fact, linear symplectic
transformations—the central feature of Gaussian quantum optics.
We will from hereon use bold uppercase symbols to denote these
kinds of vectors of operators and the symplectic operations that
act on them. While one could proceed by propagating the system
under an appropriate Green’s function, in the absence of phase mod-
ulation, it is more straightforward to work again in the frequency
domain.

In particular, we pursue a frequency domain Gaussian
input–output relation of the form

S̃+(k) = ∫ dk′M(k, k′)S̃−(k′),

with the linear symplectic operator M(k, k′) to be defined below. It
is convenient to define

V ∶=
⎛
⎜
⎝

V 0

0 V

⎞
⎟
⎠

, V ∶=
⎛
⎜
⎝

V 0

0 V

⎞
⎟
⎠

, I− ∶=
⎛
⎜
⎝

𝟙 0

0 −𝟙

⎞
⎟
⎠

,

V−= I−V, V−= I−V

so that the frequency domain Fourier transforms (FTs) are

S̃±(k) = V ∫
dt
√

2π
S̃±(0, t)eiV−kt ,

Ã(k) = V∫
dt
√

2π
Ã(t)eiV−kt .

In line with Eq. (7), by integration, we derive (see Appendix H)

∫ dk′(−iV−k′δ(k − k′) + Γ̄(k, k′))Ã(k′) = −i∫ dk′γ̄(k, k′)S−(k′),
(12)

where

Γ̄(k, k′) ∶= V∫
dt
2π

eiV−ktΓ̄(t)e−iV−k′t . (13)

For some cavity modes indexed pr and p′r containing classical pump
fields ⟨ãpr(t)⟩ = ∫ (dk/

√
2π)⟨ãpr(k)⟩e

−ivpr kt (similarly for p′r) and
approximately energy matched signals and idler modes sr and ir so
that λprp′rsr ir is non-negligible, the corresponding component can be
evaluated,

(V∫
dt
2π

eiVkt Γ̄(FWM)
(t)eiVk′t

)
sr ir

= ivsr ∑
prpr′

λprp′rsr ir

1
2π

vpr

vp′r
Cprp′rsr ir ,

Cprp′rsr ir ∶= ⟨ãpr ⟩ ∗ ⟨ãp′r ⟩(
vsr k + vir k

′
+ Δ

vp′r
),

(14)

where (⟨ãpr ⟩∗⟨ãp′r ⟩)(⋅) is the convolution. All that remains to be
done is inversion of the scalar valued linear transformation on the
lhs of Eq. (12), resulting in an explicit solution for Ã(k), followed by
a substitution into the input–output relation

S̃+(k) = T(S̃−(k) − iV−1γ̄†Ã(k))

= ∫ dk′M(k, k′)S̃−(k′). (15)

The function M(k, k′) entirely characterizes the linear and non-
linear response of the system. It is, by construction, explicitly sym-
plectic and serves as the focus of the forthcoming discussion. On
the existence of closed form analytic solutions to this system, we
observe that the absence closed form inverses to the 1.h.s. of Eq. (12)
limits the practicality of such expressions in all but some particu-
larly convenient examples. Insight can be gleaned by considering
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TABLE I. Application of the framework.

(1) Identify the pump fields’ central frequencies, group velocities, couplings Ωj, Vj, ωj,Vj, γij, gij, Cij, and the input pump fields s̃−j (k) for i, j in-
dexing pump fields.

(2) Construct Eq. (7) and solve for the pump cavity fields ãj(k) with j indexing pump fields [possibly via Eq. (8) or Eq. (D1)].
(3) Identify the signal fields’ parameters Ωj, Vj, ωj,Vj, γij, gij, Cij for i, j indexing signal fields.
(4) Identify the relevant nonzero nonlinear couplings {λs1s2p1p2} (via Appendix E).
(5) Construct Γ̄(k, k′) as per Eq. (13) using Eq. (11) [see, for instance, Eq. (14)].
(6) Construct Eq. (12) to obtain Ã(k) and substitute into Eq. (15) to obtain the full transformation M(k, k′).
(∗7) Evaluate Eq. (B1) for perturbative input–output solution.

the Neumann series expansion of this inverse about Γ(Sq), which
displays the characteristic relationship between Gaussian transfor-
mations and their underlying Hamiltonian, in particular, the ele-
ments of M(k, k′) contain hyperbolic trigonometric functions of
Γ(Sq) (along with a linear transformation). For small nonlinearities,
perturbative methods can be obtained by truncating this series to
first order (see Appendix B), which amounts to the approximation
sinh(Γ(Sq)

) ≈ Γ(Sq). We add that in contrast to many perturbative
methods, this approximation can be applied while maintaining the
full linear response of the system, which is integral for applica-
tions involving non-trivial input states to the transformation (to be
discussed in Sec. V).

We provide a summary of how this framework is applied
(Table I).

We see that parts (1) and (3) trivially involve gathering the rel-
evant information describing the system being modeled. Part (2)
involves solving the dynamics of the pump fields in the cavity modes.
Since the pump fields are scalar, this could be achieved by numeri-
cally solving Eq. (10) with the inclusion of phase modulation. Part
(4) consists of identifying the strength of the nonlinear interactions
between the various pump and signal fields. Parts (5) and (6) then
result in the signal fields’ Gaussian transformation due to the cavity
modes and the nonlinear interaction with the pump fields.

A wide variety of systems, defined by the parameters outlined
in parts (1), (3), and (4), can be readily solved in this framework.
One such example by Chuprina et al.41,42 is given in Appendix G.
We now turn to another application—backscattering in photon
pair sources—which despite having widespread ramifications on
real-time devices is yet to be presented.

III. BACKSCATTERING IN MICRORING RESONATORS
Surface roughness of waveguides in integrated platforms is rou-

tinely a cause of propagation losses. While some of this scattering
is lost to bulk/environment modes, some of the field is scattered
into backward-propagating modes in the waveguides. In microring
resonators, this counter-propagating mode constitutes an additional
cavity mode, and the scattering causes coupling between them. Cou-
pling of cavities induces hybridization and splitting of their reso-
nance, and this can cause degradation of the quantum light sources
they aim to generate. We consider the effects of backscattering in
a microring resonator designed to achieve degenerately pumped
four-wave mixing. We first solve the linear equations of motion for
the pump field in the frequency domain and use this to drive the
nonlinear effects on the signal and idler fields.

The bus waveguide supports forward and backward propagat-
ing effective fields at the pump frequency Ωp with group veloc-
ities vp, denoted ŝp1 f (z, t) and ŝp1b(z, t), respectively. An addi-
tional “phantom” channel is introduced to induce loss in the
ring and has effective pump fields ŝp2 f (z, t) and ŝp2b(z, t), cho-
sen (for convenience) to have equal carrier frequency and group
velocity. The microring supports an anti-clockwise (forwards)
and clockwise (backwards) mode at pump frequency (ωp = Ωp),
denoted by âp f (t) and âpb(t), respectively. In total, the mode
operators we need to consider are ap(t) = (âp f (t), âpb(t))

⊺ and
sp(t) = (ŝp1 f (z, t), ŝp1b(z, t), ŝp2 f (z, t), ŝp2b(z, t))⊺. We consider a
ring designed to be critically coupled with the coupling parame-
ter γp and perturbed by backscattering in the ring characterized
by gp, backcouplings (channel-cavity coupling) δ fb and δbf (taken
proportionally to γp), and channel backreflection cp so that our
Hamiltonian is determined by the matrices

γ = γp

⎛
⎜
⎝

1 δ f b 1 0

δb f 1 0 1

⎞
⎟
⎠

, g =
⎛
⎜
⎝

0 gp

g∗p 0

⎞
⎟
⎠

,

C = vp

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 cp 0 0

c∗p 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

(16)

From Eqs. (8) and (9), we can promptly obtain the pump field in the
ring and the resulting input–output relations.

We consider silicon-on-insulator waveguides with a cross
section of 220 × 500 nm2 pumped close to 1.550 μm for which
the effective index can be found by simulation as neff (λ) = 2.44
− 1.13(λ − 1.55) − 0.04(λ − 1.55)2. The pump will have a central
wavelength of 1.546 μm (channel 39 of the C-band ITU grid) so
that Ωp = 1.2183 × 1015 rad s−1 and vp = 7.1532 × 107 ms−1. The
microring will have a circumference of 202.56 μm and an ampli-
tude round trip transmission (self-coupling) σr = 0.985, which cor-

responds to γp = 8.7277 × 108 rad s−1
=

√
2(1−σr)v2

p
Lr

. We will take
the input pump field as a top-hat in frequency across the simulation
range, which would in practice be well approximated by a sufficiently
broadband pulse filtered through a dense wavelength division mul-
tiplexer and permits us to focus on the properties of the system,
although we note that more elaborate pumping schemes could be
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used to tailor the generated states further.59 Since the power cou-
pled to the ring is dominated only by the overlap with the ring
resonance, whereas the extent of the top-hat remains a simulation
feature, the pump power is not a meaningful quantity in this case.
In practice, some finite bandwidth pump pulses would be chosen,
so, for reference, an example with narrowband pumping is included
in Appendix F.

In Fig. 1, we plot the transmitted fields, intra-cavity fields, and
their convolutions. The transmitted fields to the bus modes indicate
features one could access by interrogation of the ring under linear
excitation, whereas the intra-cavity powers, which would in gen-
eral require fitting of the under-laying linear parameters, indicate
the resonant enhancement and escape probability of generated pho-
tons. The convolution of the intra-cavity power of the pump field
informs us of the nonlinear contribution to Eq. (14), and together
with the forthcoming perturbative treatment, these features dic-
tate the generated states. In part (a), we chose a set of parameters
that reproduces the routinely observed asymmetric splitting of the
transmitted field resonance, as well as slight coupler backreflection,
gp = 1010 rad s−1, δ fb = 0.2, δbf = 0, and c = 0.2 rad m−1. We note
that these fields are dependent on the phase of the coupling parame-
ters, for instance, when arg(δ fb) = π/2, the field becomes symmetric
about k = 0. With a solution for the pump dynamics, we are free
to explore how these generate nonlinear effects on the signal and

idler fields. While full knowledge of a system’s linear response would
allow the nonlinear properties to be evaluated, we will focus on a few
parameter models, for which parts (i)–(iv) indicate the various fields
for gp = {1/5, 8/5, 22/5, 49/5}∗ 1010 rad s−1 (with other parameters
being 0).

For the purpose of the present manuscript exploring photon
pair generation, where low pump powers can be used at the expense
of low generation rates, we will neglect self-phase modulation of
the pump, as well as cross-phase modulation, and focus solely
on how backscattering affects the generated photons through
four-wave mixing. This nonlinear effect only becomes appreciable
close to energy- and phase-matched regions, so we will consider
just instances in which some signal and idler cavity fields obey
2Ωp ≈ Ωs +Ωi, and we will include both clockwise and counter-
clockwise fields as before. For each of the disjoint spectral intervals,
effective fields in the bus and “phantom” channels are introduced,
both forward and backward propagating ones, so our sig-
nal fields consist of a(t) = (âs f (t), âsb(t), âi f (t), âib(t))

⊺ and s(t)
= (̂ss1 f (z, t), ŝs1b(z, t), ŝs2 f (z, t), ŝs2b(z, t), ŝi1 f (z, t), ŝi1b(z, t), ŝi2 f (z, t),
ŝi2b(z, t))⊺; hence, the indices s (i) relate to signal (idler) spectral
intervals, 1 and 2 to the bus channel and phantom channel, and
f and b to the forward and backward propagating fields, respec-
tively. We consider signal and idler resonance to be next-but-one

FIG. 1. Transmitted fields, intra-cavity
fields, and auto-convolution of intra-
cavity fields for various backscattering
parameters. Part (a) gp = 1010 rad s−1,
δ fb = 0.2, δbf = 0, and cp = 0.2 rad
m−1. (i)–(iv) of part (b) show simple res-
onance splitting by the parameter gp

= {1/5, 8/5, 22/5, 49/5}∗1010 rad s−1,
respectively. While the intra-cavity field
continues to split as gp increases, the
auto-convolution of the field exhibits
three peaks, with a dominating middle
peak.
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neighbors of the pump across the frequency comb of the microring
so that Ωs = 1.2208 × 1015 rad s−1 (1.543 μm ITU channel 43)
and Ωi = 1.2157 × 1015 rad s−1 (1.549 μm ITU channel 35) and
vs = 7.1538 × 107 ms−1 and vi = 7.1525 × 107 ms−1. Similar to the
pump fields, we introduce a complete set of parameters of the
form of Eq. (16) for both signal and idler resonance. We will take
self-coupling of the ring to be constant so that γs = γi = γp, i.e., the
length of the coupling region is sufficiently long that the coupling is
achromatic across the region of interest. This achromatic coupling
is known to cause impurity in the generated photons even in the
absence of backscattering, and while methods to overcome these
limitations have been proposed,8 this coupling approximates the
most simple design well—a microring evanescently coupled to a
waveguide.

The complete nonlinear contributions are

(V∫
dt
2π

eiVkt Γ̄(FWM)
(t)eiVk′t

)

= i
1

2π
λV

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 Cp f p f s f i f 0

0 0 0 Cpbpbsbib

Cp f p f i f s f 0 0 0

0 Cpbpbibsb 0 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.
(17)

We then have a complete model to explore the consequences
of backscatter and backcoupling in a physically relevant setting.
We will numerically solve Eq. (15) and discuss the features in
the symplectic tensor M(k, k′). To understand what these trans-
formations imply for photon pair generation in the spontaneous
regime, we first perform a polar decomposition so that M(k, k′)
=Mh

(k, k′)Mu
(k, k′), where Mh

(k, k′) is Hermitian and Mu
(k, k′) is

unitary. Then, in the low squeezing regime (low photon pair prob-
ability), in the instance a single pair of photons is generated local-
ized in specific modes, the joint-spectral-amplitude (JSA) describing
spectral correlations of this bi-photon state is well approximated
by the corresponding component of Mh

(k, k′). In particular, these
complex symplectic transformations have the structure

Mh
(k, k′) =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

αh
(k, k′) βh

(k, k′)

βh∗
(k, k′) αh∗

(k, k′)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

= exp{iI−HNL
} ≈ 𝟙 + iI−HNL, (18)

where the nonlinear Hamiltonian-like operator HNL is a block off-
diagonal since Mh

(k, k′) is Hermitian and the final approximation is
valid for low squeezing power. In this case, the elements of βh

(k, k′)
approximate HNL, which describes the generation of the bi-photon
states, and we may select the terms βh

ij(k, k′) to associate to the
JSA of bi-photons generated across modes i and j. Note that, hav-
ing performed the polar decomposition, by construction βh

ij(k, k′)
= βh

ji(k
′, k).

We will make extensive use of the Schmidt decomposition,
which can be achieved by integro-singular value decomposition of
the relevant functions βh

ij(k, k′).60 The singular values, λi (equiva-
lently Schmidt coefficients), allow the heralded photon purity to be

calculated by P = (∑iλi)
4
/(∑iλ

2
i )

2. To numerically solve Eq. (15),
we discretize the wave-number k and sample 201 points on the inter-
val k ∈ (−2515.01, 2515.01)m−1 (0.6 times the free-spectral range),
which resolves the features over the parameter regimes consid-
ered. Finally, we can also interrogate the temporal correlations of
a bi-photon by performing the appropriate Fourier transform (FT)
of the JSA to obtain the Joint-temporal amplitude (JTA). We use
this Fourier transform to obtain a temporal resolution three times
greater than the raw FT.

We focus on how the purity and the heralding efficiency of a
bi-photon postselected in various output bus channels are affected
by backscattering. We focus on three cases of interest. Each case
is shown in Figs. 2–4. Part (a)—heralded photon purity (left axis)
and generation probability (right axis)—and parts (b) and (c), and,
if exists, part (d)—contoured density plots of the JSA (green/upper)
and the JTA (purple/lower) of bi-photon pairs in specified output
buses with columns corresponding to the points marked on (a) with
(i)–(iv). The JSA and JTA axes span k ∈ (−1257.51, 1257.51)m−1

FIG. 2. (a) Purity and pair probability with pump mode splitting gp, for
forward–forward (f–f) and backward–backward (b–b) generated photon pairs in
addition to the purity implied by the absolute value of the f–f JSA. Parts (b)
and (c) show contoured density plots of the JSA (green/upper) and the JTA
(purple/lower) of bi-photon pairs in the f–f and b–b output modes, respectively.
Columns correspond to the points, (i)–(iv), marked on (a).
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FIG. 3. (a) Heralded photon purity and generation probability for forward–forward
(f–f) and forward–backward (f–b) modes with idler mode splitting
gi = {1/10, 9/10, 12/5, 39/10} × 1010 rad s−1. Parts (b) and (c) show
contoured density plots of the JSA (green/upper) and the JTA (purple/lower) of
bi-photon pairs in the f–f and f–b output modes, respectively. Columns correspond
to the points, (i)–(iv), marked on (a). The f–f photons exhibit reduction in both
purity and pair probability with increased gi . The double peaked idler spectrum
becomes quickly apparent in the JSA, accompanied by beating in the JTA, which
increases in frequency as the coupling becomes stronger. The f–b pairs, however,
attain a purity of 0.968 for small gi owing to the effective tighter filtering of the
idler through the back-propagating mode evidenced in the narrow JSA, (c) (i).
For larger splitting, since the backward out-coupled idler field enhancement does
not vanish at k = 0, unlike the forward propagating case [see Fig. 1, (ii), for an
analogous case], the generated idler state exhibits a non-vanishing intensity in
the spectrum between the peaks of the split resonance.

and t ∈ (−55.64, 55.64) ps, respectively. The pair probability [inset
(a)] indicates the square integral over these densities, so the dis-
played values are each normalized for clarity with the relevant color
function legend positioned to the right.

A. Pump splitting
When only the pump field exhibits splitting, the forward and

backward propagating modes of the signal idler are uncoupled
and depend only on the corresponding (forward and back) prop-
agating pump fields. Furthermore, the bus and loss modes are
equivalent, so all squeezing between loss and bus modes exhibits

FIG. 4. (a) Heralded photon purity and generation probability for forward–forward
(f–f), forward–backward (f–b), and backward–backward (b–b) bi-photons, with all
fields equally split, gi = gs = gp. Parts (b)–(d) show contoured density plots of the
JSA (green/upper) and the JTA (purple/lower) of bi-photon pairs in the f–f, f–b,
and b–b output modes, respectively. Columns correspond to the points, (i)–(iv),
marked on (a).

the same spectral properties, a feature that survives even out-
side of the critically coupling regime up to a constant factor.
There are then just two relevant two-mode squeezing terms to
consider in Mh

(k, k′)—those corresponding to photon pairs that
are produced either by propagating forward (f–f) or backward
(b–b).

In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we observe an increase in purity for
the f–f pairs as the backscattering parameter for the pump, gp, is
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increased, attaining a maximum of ≈ 0.97, followed by a decrease
to ≈ 0.89 and a gradual return to the raw purity. The increase at
small gp can be attributed to an effective broadening of the pump
spectrum, which loosens the energy-matching constraint, which in
standard microrings leads to correlations in the signal-idler JSA and
thus heralded photon impurity. A gentle decrease in efficiency can
be seen through the drop in the pair rate as the peak pump power
in the ring decreases. As splitting gets very large, the convolution of
the pump’s spectrum becomes dominated by the central of the three
peaks (see Fig. 1), and the system approaches the non-degenerately
pumped case, in which two independent Lorentzian cavity modes
drive the process, which is analogous to the non-split case (provid-
ing a broad enough injected pump) all but for a factor of 1/4 in the
generation rate arising from a combinatorial factor of the process.
In the intermediate region, (iii), while the absolute value of the JSA
closely resembles the non-split case (corroborated by the purity of
the absolute value of the JSA), the correlations in the phase reduce
the purity below the non-split case, which can be readily observed in
the JTAs, whereby the secondary peak along ts = ti indicates a sup-
pression and subsequent revival of the forward propagating pump
power as the forward and backward cavity modes beat together.
This observation helps clarify additional phase-dependency of
the system and demonstrates that increased pump broadening
by splitting alone is not sufficient to obtain photon purities
beyond 0.97.

Despite the apparent symmetry in the parameters of the setup,
the b–b propagating pairs, depicted in part (c), behave very differ-
ently due to the pump being injected solely in the forward propa-
gating bus mode, and they are consequently nonexistent at gp = 0
(due to the absence of the back propagating field). For small gp, col-
umn (i), the b–b pairs exhibit strong correlations with a minimum
purity of 0.77 owing to the back-propagating pump having a nar-
rower spectrum, in part due to the filtering it must undergo to couple
through the forward propagating cavity mode. Nonetheless, broad-
ening of the pump as gp increases still leads to purities in excess of

0.95, although these reduce to non-split ring purities with the onset
of the non-degenerately pumped regime.

B. Idler splitting
With only idler mode splitting, all photons are generated by the

forward propagating pump field, so the signal field is non-zero only
in the forward propagating direction, although the idler scattering
allows for pairs to be produced with the idler exiting in the backward
mode (f–b), as well as the forward mode (f–f). In Fig. 3, we see the
purity and pair probabilities for the case where only the idler mode
is split by parameter gi. The purity of the heralded photon suffers as
a result of splitting, and these effects can be readily seen observing
the changes to the f–f JSAs. In the case that the forward propagating
idler mode is used as a herald, the heralding efficiency is unchanged
by the splitting since every forward propagating herald is accompa-
nied by a heralded signal photon (up to 0.5 probability caused by
the critically coupled phantom/loss channel). However, if the signal
is used as the herald, some partner photons are lost in the back-
propagating modes, so the heralding efficiency would be reduced by
a factor given by the ratio between the f–f and f–b pair probabilities.
These observed single photons (forward propagating signal photons
without accompanied idler photons) can be understood as a ther-
mal source when tracing over the back-propagating idler mode, but
unlike in the case of loss applied to a two-mode squeezed source,
this thermal contribution is characterized by an altogether differ-
ent spectrum. This spectrum, given by the marginal of the f–b JSA
[where the idler marginal is obtained by ∫ dksF(ks, ki)F∗(ks, ki)],
could, in principle, be filtered or mode-sorted to some degree from
the f–f JSA of the bi-photon term.

In the case of the f–b bi-photons, the pair probability quickly
approaches appreciable levels for even relatively slight splitting. The
purity of such f–b bi-photons begins at 0.968 at very low rates owing
to the narrower filtered spectrum of the idler photons coupling out
backwards, although it reduces as the splitting increases and the

FIG. 5. Contour plots display the output JSAs in the case of equal splitting for the range of g = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8} × 1010 rad s−1. The density plots (green) display the relevant
(f–f) term from Γ̄Sq

(k, k′), while the axes plots (purple) show the linear transmission from the given ring mode to the output bus, La→s+ (Appendix B). Each is plotted over
the full simulated range k ∈ (−2515.01, 2515.01)m−1.
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states become brighter. At large splitting, the f–b JSA differs signif-
icantly from the f–f case, in which it is non-vanishing at ks = ki = 0,
which can be seen to result from the non-vanishing field enhance-
ment of the idler at ki = 0, analogous to the back propagating pump
mode in Fig. 1, (iii) and (iv).

C. All-field splitting
When all fields are equally split (gp = gi = gs = g), we can

observe photon pairs in all configurations of forward and back prop-
agating, and we consider the cases f–f, f–b, and b–b. The purity
of the f–f bi-photons decreases slower than in the pure idler split-
ting case owing to pump, and thus the energy-matching constraint,
broadening. For large g, the JSA tends to a four peaked function,
whereby the loose energy matching constraints, owing to the broad
pump, allow photons to be generated in all four combinations of
energies of the bi-peaked signal and idler resonances, and the JTA
exhibits symmetric beating. In the f–b case, the asymmetry is clear
in the JSA and JTA for small g although for larger g, the JSA appears
similar to the f–f case; however, the JTA still features this asymme-
try through a tendency toward larger delays in the idler. The b–b
case retains the symmetry of the f–f case, although the JTAs show
the tendency toward larger delays due to the slower excitation of
the back-propagating pump mode due to coupling via the forward
mode.

To better understand the origins of these features, we turn to
the perturbative solution given in Appendix B, whereby the contri-
butions to the JSA can be understood as arising from the nonlinear
part of Γ̄Sq

(k, k′) being resonantly filtered to the output ports. In
this case, the JSA is given by the coherent sum of the contributions
from the forward and backward propagating modes in the ring. In
Fig. 5, we display the f–f JSA contour plot with the Γ̄Sq

(k, k′) density
plot overlaid and the signal and idler resonant filtering functions on
the axes, for a (wider) range of all equal splitting parameters, g. The
sum of the forward (top) and backward (bottom) terms constitutes
a perturbative explanation of the observed JSAs.

IV. STOCHASTIC METHODS
While the trends for particular forms of backscattering are

insightful and could inform the design of systems of coupled cavity
modes, in practice, fabrication defects are out of the experimenters’
control and behave randomly from sample to sample, and resonance
to resonance.61 The often observed slight asymmetric splitting exam-
ple, as that shown in Fig. 1(a), invites an analysis of the statistics
of resonators with qualitatively similar transmission properties. We
assess the properties of an ensemble of 1000 devices each having res-
onance (pump, signal, and idler) parameters sampled from uniform
distributions over the intervals ∣g∣ ∈ (0, 1010

) rad s−1, ∣δ f ∣ ∈ (0, 0.2),
∣δb∣ ∈ (0, 0.2), and ∣c∣ ∈ (0, 0.2) rad m−1, with each having a ran-
dom phase. In Fig. 6(a), a histogram of the observed linewidths is
presented, and part (b) shows the first 80 transmission line shapes
(solid) of such cavity modes, along with the ideal case (dashed), to
provide a qualitative understanding of the resultant line broaden-
ing. While these parameters are not significant enough to often show
splitting of the resonance, some line broadening is clearly present in
most cases as well as slight wandering of the mean position of the
resonances as shown in (c). The mean purity of the f–f bi-photons

observed from this ensemble was 0.915, which only slightly reduced
over the ideal (non-split) case at 0.921, as presented in the histogram
[Fig. 6(e)]. The mean pair probability, however, drops to 0.00 795
from the non-split case of 0.01 265 [Fig. 6(d)].

Despite this relatively minor reduction in the source purity and
probability, the quality of such heralded photons is often only use-
ful when many such sources show high quality interference between
one another, which invites consideration of the ensemble purity
of these sources, i.e., the purity of the mixed state comprised of
an equally weighted mixture of the heralded single photons from
each state. We find an ensemble purity of 0.8867, indicating that
the visibility of interference from separate sources suffers more
significantly.

A discussion of the best and worst cases is in order. The per-
turbative terms contributing to the best and worst case JSAs are
depicted in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. The best case achieves a
purity of 0.964, slightly short of the optimum purity, 0.968, achieved

FIG. 6. (a) and (c) Histograms of the linewidth and position of the 3000 reso-
nances from the stochastic sample (Sec. IV). The mean linewidth (green) of the
sample is δk = 179 m−1 compared to just 139 in the case of no backscattering
(purple). (b) The transmission line shape with no backscattering (dashed) and
80 random resonances from the sample (solid). While some show splitting, most
appear to display just slight broadening, characteristic of the often observed trans-
mission spectra. (d) and (e) show histograms of the pair rate and purity of the 1000
photon pair sources (comprising three such resonances). The pair rate is always
reduced from the case with no backscatter—0.0124 (purple), with the mean being
0.00 795 (green). The photon purity suffers only a minor average reduction from
0.921 (purple) to 0.915 (green) with a significant proportion of sources actually dis-
playing an increased purity, with the maximum achieving 0.964. As discussed in
the main text, however, the ensemble purity is significantly reduced.
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FIG. 7. Parts (a) and (b), referring
to the best and worst case puri-
ties, respectively, show the two
contributions—forward generated (left)
and backward generated (central)—to
the biphoton pair output in the
forward–forward configuration (right).
The density plots (green) display the
relevant pump field convolution from
Γ̄Sq
(k, k′), while the axis plots (purple)

show a linear transmission from the
given ring mode to the output bus,
La→s+ , resulting in the contour plot as
per Appendix B. Each is plotted over
k ∈ {−1006.01, 1006.01}m−1.

by the pure pump splitting case (Sec. III A). Figure 7(a) demon-
strates that narrow signal and idler resonances (small backscattering
parameters), along with a broad pump resonance, lead to higher
purities than the pump split case. While of course this is circum-
stantial, it provides evidence that purities in excess of this may not
be possible for systems of this form. Although it is worth noting
that the form of the coupling terms we have imposed to model
backscatter need not hold good in more general systems of coupled
cavity modes, it would certainly be of interest to consider different
coupling models8 and explore the design of optimal sources under
these kinds of defects. The worst case, on the other hand, has a
purity of just 0.837, despite the relatively minor splitting parame-
ters. In Fig. 7(b), we see relatively broad, and clearly split, signal and
idler resonances along with a narrow pump resonance. We remark
that these perturbative methods obtain fidelities of 0.999 917 and
0.999 531 to the full solutions for the best and worst cases, respec-
tively. This is to be expected since full βh takes the form of a hyper-
bolic sine in Γ(Sq) and the truncated series omits terms beyond
O(Γ(Sq)3

), while the pair rate satisfies ∣Γ(Sq)
ij ∣F ≈ 0.01.

V. CHALLENGES FOR STIMULATED EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY

Stimulated emission tomography (SET), a common method
for performing tomography of such systems, consists of inserting a
CW seed laser to drive the signal (idler) mode and recording the
spectrum of the resultant conjugate beam in the idler (signal).62–64

Having underwent a Gaussian treatment, this behavior is directly
described by the transformation equation (15),65 provided the unde-
pleted pump approximation still holds good, i.e., the pump fields are
not significantly perturbed by displacements of the same order of the
conjugate beam displacements.

The standard prescription then consists of the following rea-
son: measure elements of the full transformation, Eq. (15), and use
these to infer elements of the Hermitian part of the polar decom-
position of the transformation, Eq. (18), which describes the spon-
taneous (no seed laser) behavior of the source. In the instance the
entire transformation [Eq. (15)] is measured, the polar decomposi-
tion is straightforward. Similarly, if a sufficient structure is assumed
in Eq. (15) (such as, for instance, the symmetry between the bus
and loss channels in the case of no backscatter), it may be pos-
sible to infer properties of the entire transformation, and subse-
quently its polar decomposition, from incomplete data, i.e., in the
absence of any characterization involving seeding or measuring the
loss channels. Assumptions of this kind, however, are not avail-
able in the case of backscattering, i.e., SET measurements involving
only seeding and measurement of the bus channels do not uniquely
determine the spontaneous behavior of the source. This becomes
apparent when considering that the spontaneous behavior of the
source depends on squeezing of the vacuum that enters from various
ports of the device, and without sufficient knowledge or assump-
tions, the squeezing applied to the vacuum entering inaccessible
parts of to the device (while exiting in the forward bus mode) cannot
be determined.

Were we to assume no backscattering was present and estimate
the spontaneous JSA using the conventional method (outlined in
Appendix C), our tomography misestimates the outgoing state gen-
erated in the spontaneous regime, and a histogram of the fidelity
of this estimation procedure (over the ensemble, Sec. IV) is pro-
vided in Fig. 8(a). We find that a mean fidelity of 0.9872 is obtained,
which puts strict limits to the applicability of such tomography
schemes when moving toward source purities near or exceeding
this. Finally, we consider whether such an approach to tomogra-
phy biases our inferred purity toward over- or under-estimating the
quality and present the purity gap (difference in the SET inferred
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FIG. 8. (a) Histogram of the fidelity between the spontaneous f–f bi-photon state and the inferred bi-photon state from the standard stimulated emission tomography
procedure, over the 1000 samples of the stochastic ensemble of Sec. IV. (b) Histogram of the difference between the inferred purity and true purity of the stochastic
ensemble.

purity and the actual purity) in Fig. 8(d). The mean purity gap is just
0.000 49, so while we suspect any bias is insubstantial over this
particular ensemble, it is by no means apparent how other source
defects, or particular distributions over them, may affect tendencies
toward infidelity of this estimation process.

In light of these challenges, it is clear that to achieve high fidelity
assumption free tomography of spontaneous Gaussian processes,
including single photon sources, one requires additional data or
assumptions, including synthesis of linear properties of the system
or seeding and detection of the additional modes at play.

VI. DISCUSSION
The resultant transformations demonstrate an important fea-

ture of squeezing in the presence of multiple spectral and spatial
modes—the states of light exiting the device in some modes of
interest (the forward propagating signal and idler modes in the
bus, for instance) are no longer fully characterized by the single
JSA,66 nor do a single pair of joint-spectra from stimulated emis-
sion uniquely define the transformation. Instead, squeezing between
different spatial modes has consequences for the modes of interest.
Furthermore, while the heralded bi-photon picture of events applies
readily in the low squeezing limit, or where all modes (including
loss modes) could be monitored with perfect detection, in gen-
eral, multi-pair events muddy any attempt to isolate a single bi-
photon and require more involved analysis. Finally, an unfortu-
nate disparity has occurred in this process, whereby the Schmidt
decomposition of the bi-photons we have considered, no longer
corresponds to a Bloch–Messiah decomposition of the underlying
Gaussian process.46,67,68 This lack of correspondence inhibits to a
large extent how multi-photon behavior can be efficiently mod-
eled in such systems, and while some progress in this direction
has been made,69,70 we leave the complete analysis to future work,
where we expect the nature of multiphoton terms to take on a rich
structure.

VII. CONCLUSION
We have derived a comprehensive Hamiltonian based

input–output model for Gaussian optical processes in the presence
of multiple cavity modes for general coupling. This framework can

be readily applied to arbitrary systems of coupled cavity modes and
allows the exploration of a wide variety of future quantum light
sources. The application of such a framework involves just the input
of the system parameters and the inversion of linear equations.

This was directly applied to the case of a single microring
exhibiting backscatter, backcoupling, and backreflection, with rel-
evant silicon-on-insulator waveguide properties. This model, more
entire than previous treatments, reproduces observed asymmetric
linear phenomena, and the joint-spectra of the photon pair gen-
erated by four-wave mixing in such rings were evaluated for vari-
ous simple backscattering regimes. The limitations of closed form
solutions to such systems have been expressed, and a perturbative
solution has been presented, shedding light on the behavior of such
systems for small nonlinearities.

In addition, the properties of sources sampled from a rep-
resentative distribution of parameters were considered, observing
a slight decrease in single source purity, while a significant drop
in ensemble purity was observed. The consequences for stimu-
lated emission tomographic methods were highlighted. This aids in
our understanding of the consequences of backscattering in pho-
ton sources, helps inform the development of applicable meth-
ods to tomograph these systems, and ultimately how to mitigate
the problem of fabrication defects in cavity based quantum light
sources.

One further example of the application of this frame-
work was considered involving a photonic molecule, demon-
strating the straightforward nature of its generalization. Finally,
the structure of the obtained transformations invites the con-
sideration of more in-depth analysis of the effects of multi-
photon noise in quantum photonic systems via a Gaussian process
framework.
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APPENDIX A: CHANNEL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The Heisenberg equations of motion for the channel fields are

(
∂

∂t
+ vj

∂

∂z
+ iΩj)ŝj(z, t) = −iγ∗njân(t)δ(z) − iCjl ŝl(0, t),

or in a vectorized notation,

(
∂

∂t
+ V

∂

∂z
+ iΩ)s(z, t) = −iγ†a(t)δ(z) − iCs(0, t),

which can be solved by a coordinate transform ξj = x − vjt admitting
the general solution29

ŝj(z, t) = Sj(z, t) −
i
vj
(γ∗njân(t − z/vj) + Cjl ŝl(0, t − z/vj))

× [Θ(z) −Θ(z − vj/t)] exp{−iΩjz/vj},

with Sj(z, t) being any solution to the homogeneous problem. The
one-sided limits read

ŝ−j (0, t) ∶= lim
z→0−

ŝj(z, t) = Sj(0, t),

ŝ+j (0, t) ∶= lim
z→0+

ŝj(z, t) = Sj(0, t) −
i
vj
(γ∗njân(t) + Cjl ŝl(0, t)).

At the coupling region, we will stress that the discontinuity obeys

ŝj(0, t) =
1
2
(ŝ−j (0, t) + ŝ+j (0, t))

= ŝ−j (0, t) −
i

2vj
(γ∗njân(t) + Cjl ŝl(0, t)),

(𝟙jl +
i

2vj
Cjl)ŝl(0, t) = ŝ−j (0, t) −

i
2vj

γ∗njân(t)

⇒ ŝl(0, t) = C̃−1
jl (ŝ−l (0, t) −

i
2vl

γ∗nlân(t)),

with

C̃jl ∶= (𝟙jl +
i

2vj
Cjl),

and derive the input–output relations,

ŝ+j (0, t) = (𝟙 + i
2

V−1C)
−1

jo

× ((𝟙 − i
2

V−1C)
ol

ŝ−l (0, t) −
i
vj

γ∗njân(t)).

APPENDIX B: PERTURBATIVE SOLUTIONS

We split Γ̄(k, k′) into linear and nonlinear contributions,

Γ̄(k, k′) ∶= Γ̄(L)(k, k′) + Γ̄(NL)
(k, k′),

where Γ̄(NL)
(k, k′) is small and can be treated as a perturbation. We

can expand the inverse in the solution to Eq. (12) using a Neumann

series to obtain the perturbative solution

∫ dk′(−iV−k′δ(k − k′) + Γ̄(L)(k, k′) + Γ̄(NL)
(k, k′))Ã(k′)

= −i∫ dk′γ̄(k, k′)S−(k′)

(−iV−k′δ + Γ̄(L) + Γ̄(NL)
)Ã = −iγ̄S−

→ Ã = (−iV−k′δ + Γ̄(L))
−1 ∞

∑
j=0
(−Γ̄(NL)

(−iV−k′δ + Γ̄(L))
−1
)

j

× (−iγ̄)S−

= (−iV−k′δ + Γ̄(L))
−1
(𝟙 + Γ̄(NL)

(−iV−k′δ + Γ̄(L))
−1

+ O(Γ̄(NL)2
))(−iγ̄)S−,

where we drop the explicit k dependencies and integration for
brevity. In the most trivial of circumstances, this first order solution
can be seen to be equivalent to solving the linear equations of motion
for one of the fields (signal or idler) and using this as a source term
for the nonlinear contribution in the conjugate field (idler or signal).
The resultant input–output transformation becomes

S̃+(k) = T(𝟙 − iV−1γ̄†
(−iV−k′δ + Γ̄(L))

−1

× (𝟙 + Γ̄(NL)
(−iV−k′δ + Γ̄(L))

−1
)(−iγ̄))S̃−(k). (B1)

This solution maintains the full linear response of a system
while including all nonlinear contributions to first order. After
imposing the polar decomposition, the nonlinear part of this
transformation is

βh
ij = [L

a→s+ Γ̄(Sq)
(La→s+

)
⊺

]
ij
,

La→s+
∶= TV−1γ̄†

(−iVk′δ + Γ̄(L))
−1

.

In this case, the nonlinear contribution can be understood as the
pump field’s nonlinear contribution to the cavity modes, Γ̄(Sq), res-
onantly filtered through the linear response of the system coupling
the cavities to the output modes, La→s+ .

In the case of the backscattering setting considered here, we find
only two relevant nonzero terms contributing to any βij—those cor-
responding to pair generation in the forward and backward modes
of the ring. If, for instance, we take the indices s1 f and i1 f (forward
propagating, bus channel, signal, and idler modes),

β(s1 f )(i1 f ) = ∑
n∈ f ,b

La→s+
(s1 f )(sn)Γ̄

(Sq)
(sn)(in)L

a→s+
(i1 f )(in).

The functions La→s+
ij (k, k′) are bijective since the linear system is

separable in absolute frequency. We can understand them as a res-
onant filtering over k and a transformation of axes. The functions
∣ ∫ dk′La→s+

(s1n)(in)(k, k′)∣ and ∣ ∫ dk′La→s+
(i1n)(sn)(k, k′)∣, with n = f (b) for
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the forward (f) [backward (b)] direction, are plotted on the x and y
axes of Fig. 5.

APPENDIX C: POLAR DECOMPOSITION
BY STIMULATED DATA

A straightforward method for obtaining the spontaneous JSA of
a photon source in the absence of additional spatial modes proceeds
by noting that Gaussian mode transformations act on displaced
states with the very same transformation as the mode operators
themselves. Hence, for some transformations,

M(k, k′) =
⎛
⎜
⎝

α(k, k′) β(k, k′)

β∗(k, k′) α∗(k, k′)

⎞
⎟
⎠

(C1)

and a seed coherent state (i.e., displacement) are injected into mode
j with a spectrum d−j (k); the output state contains displacement in
mode i,

d+i (k) = ∫ dk′βij(k, k′)d−j (k
′
). (C2)

For two-mode squeezing, β has the structure

β =
⎛
⎜
⎝

0 β12

β21 0

⎞
⎟
⎠

, (C3)

which can be obtained by stimulated emission tomography. The
polar decomposition (on the support of β, which is sufficient for
these purposes) can be achieved by singular value decomposition of
these terms by

β12 = U1βDV†
2 , β21 = U2βDV†

1

⇒ βh
=
⎛
⎜
⎝

0 βh
12

(βh
12)
⊺ 0

⎞
⎟
⎠

, βh
12 = U1βDU⊺2 .

(C4)

Essentially, the left singular vectors of β12 and β21 comprise the
basis of the symmetric part, βh, of β = βhV (with V being some uni-
tary) and thus the Hermitian part, Mh, of M =MhMu in the polar
decomposition. The “standard” prescription for stimulated emission
tomography then consists of following this method even though β
comprises additional terms beyond those in Eq. (C3), which are not
measured.

APPENDIX D: LINEAR SOLUTION IN ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY

The linear dynamics of systems are separable in absolute fre-
quency, which can be readily seen by transforming to

ξm = Vmk + ωm,

ξ̃m = Vmk +Ωm,

dk = dξm
∂k
∂ξm
= dξmV−1

m ,

with ξ being the absolute frequency. The full expression

∫ dk′(−iVk′δ(k − k′) + V∫
dt
2π

ei(Vk+ω)t Γ̄e−i(Vk′+ω)t
)ã(k′)

= −i∫ dk′V∫
dt
2π

ei(Vk+ω)t γ̄e−i(Vk′+Ω)ts−(k′)

∫ dk′(−iV(V−1
(ξ′ − ω))δ(V−1

(ξ − ξ′)) + V∫
dt
2π

eiξt Γ̄e−iξ′t
)

× ã(V−1
(ξ′ − ω)) = −i∫ dk′V∫

dt
2π

eiξt γ̄e−iξ̃′ts−(V−1
(ξ̃′ −Ω))

becomes separable for each frequency ξ as

(−i(ξ − ω) + VΓ̄V−1
)ã(V−1

(ξ − ω)) = −iVγ̄V−1s−(V−1
(ξ −Ω)).

The input–output expression can be cast in a similar light so that the
linear system at frequency ξ is described by

ã(V−1
(ξ − ω)) = −i(−i(ξ − ω) + VΓ̄V−1

)
−1

× Vγ̄V−1s−(V−1
(ξ −Ω)),

s̃+(V−1
(ξ −Ω)) = T(𝟙 − V−1γ̄†

(−i(ξ − ω) + VΓ̄V−1
)
−1

× Vγ̄V−1s̃−(V−1
(ξ −Ω))).

(D1)

APPENDIX E: NONLINEAR COUPLING COEFFICIENTS

The displacement field in a microring cavity supporting mode
{ân}n is

D(r) =∑
n

√
h̵ωn

2
1
√

2π
eik(ωn)cd�n(x, y)ân(t) + h.c.,

where d�n(x, y) is the transverse field profile, the circumferen-
tial coordinate is c ∈ (0, L], and the wave-vector must obey k(ωn)

= 2πL/n. Nonlinear coupling is then

Ĥ(NL)
= −

1
4ϵ0
∑
ijkl

Γ(3)ijkl ∫ d3rDi(r)Dj(r)Dk(r)Dl(r)

= −
1

4ϵ0
∑
ijkl

h̵2√ωiωjωkωl

16π2 L sinc(ΔkL)Γ(3)ijkl âi(t)

× âj(t)â†
k(t)â

†
l (t)∫ dxdy d�i (x, y)d�j (x, y)

× d�∗k (x, y)d�∗l (x, y) + h.c.

∶= h̵∑
ijkl

λijklâi(t)âj(t)â†
k(t)â

†
l (t) + h.c.,

with Γ(3)ijkl defined as per Ref. 49. For the rings we consider, where
the signal fields are closely separated from the pump and not too
narrowband, we may take Δk = 2πL( 1

ni
+ 1

nj
− 1

nk
− 1

nl
) ≈ 0. In the

instance of very high quality factors, or significant group-velocity
dispersion over the signal field spacing, this term can become
significant.

While this could couple all cavity fields, the non-negligible
terms we consider are the four-wave mixing (degenerately pumped),
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H(NL)FWM
= h̵∑

r
λprp′r irsr(â

†
pr â

†
p′r

âir âsr + h.c.),

where pr , p′r , sr , and ir are the pump, signal, and idler resonances of
cavity r, respectively which are close to obeying the energy-matching
constraint, ωpr + ωp′r = ωsr + ωir . We also consider the self-phase
modulation of the pump modes,

H(NL)SPM
= h̵∑

pr

λprprprpr(â
†
pr â

†
pr âpr âpr + h.c.),

and the cross-phase modulation terms,

H(NL)XPM
= h̵∑

pr

∑
n=s,i

λprnrprnr(â
†
pr â

†
nr âpr ânr + h.c.).

APPENDIX F: NARROWBAND PUMPING: POWERS
AND RATES

The displacement fields’ transverse modes must obey the nor-
malization

1 = ∫ dxdy d�i (x, y)d�
∗

i (x, y)
vp(x, y)

ϵ0n0(x, y)2vG(x, y)

= ∫ dxdy d�i (x, y)d�
∗

i (x, y)
c

ϵ0n3
0(x, y)vG(x, y)

,

with vp(x, y) being the local phase velocity, vG(x, y) being the local
group velocity, and the respective dielectric parameters are to be
evaluated at the central frequency for the given effective field. We
will take n0 as the linear refractive index in the silicon waveguide
n0 = 3.48 and in the silica cladding n0 = 1.46.

In silicon, in the absence of χ(2) nonlinearity, Γ(3)ijkl is given by54

Γ(3) =
χ(3)

ϵ2
0(1 + χ(1))4 =

χ(3)

ϵ2
0n8

0
,

where n0 can safely be approximated at the pump frequency. We find

∫ dxdy d�p (x, y)d�p (x, y)d�∗s (x, y)d�∗i (x, y) = 3.68 × 10−7,

and using χ(3)
= 2.57 × 10−19 m2 V−2 for silicon at 1.55μm, one

obtains λ = 7.7 × 10−6 rad s−1.
Consider an incident coherent pulse of duration σp = 20 ps (for

which a significant fraction of the input field couples to the micror-
ing, although resulting in slight additional spectral correlations) of
the form

⟨ãp(k)⟩ = αp

√
σpvp
√

2π
exp(−(

kσpvp

2
)

2

) (F1)

having norm αp so that it contains mean ∣αp∣
2 photons. One finds

that pulses of αp = 0.4 × 104, or 2.1 pJ (equivalent to 103 μW aver-
age power at 50 MHz repetition rate), lead to an f–f pair proba-
bility of 0.0085 per pulse and the generation rate at low powers is
proportional to ∣αp∣

4.

APPENDIX G: APPLICATION: A PHOTONIC MOLECULE

We present one example of where the general framework could
be applied, originating from the work by Chuprina et al.41,42

In this example, the pump channel fields s = {ap, fxp, f yp}

and cavity modes a = {xp, yp} having central resonance frequencies
ω = {ω0x,p, ω0y,p} = {ωp, ωp} (where we will take ωp from the main
text) are coupled via

γ =
⎛
⎜
⎝

κp γxp 0

0 0 γyp

⎞
⎟
⎠

, g =
⎛
⎜
⎝

0 gp

g∗p 0

⎞
⎟
⎠

, C =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (G1)

Here, for brevity, the values in γ will differ from those in Ref. 42
by a square root. For the signal modes, we have channel fields
{as, fys, fzs, ai, fyi, f zi}, cavity modes a = {zs, ys, zi, yi} with central
frequencies {ωsz , ωsy, ωiz , ωiy} = {ωs, ωs, ωi, ωi} (again, ωs and ωi
from the main text), and coupling,

γ =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

κs γzs 0 0 0 0

0 0 γys 0 0 0

0 0 0 κi γzi 0

0 0 0 0 0 γyi

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, g =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 gs 0 0

g∗s 0 0 0

0 0 0 gi

0 0 g∗i 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

C =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

(G2)

Nonlinearities occur at λ22,24, λ22,42 = λ (and we will take λ as in the
main text), i.e., between the pump field yp (degenerately) and ys and
yi. By an appropriate choice of Ω and V (taking again from the
main text), and the bichromatic input pump field (to be determined
below), one arrives directly at the dynamics of the given system via
the method presented here.

Going a little further, one could consider what happens
if a backward propagating mode ybi is introduced to the gen-
eration ring (ring y) at idler frequency along with a corre-
sponding loss channel, f ybi, by appending it to the signal fields,
s = {as, f ys, f zs, ai, f yi, f zi, f ybi}, cavity modes a = {zs, ys, zi, yi, ybi}

and coupling,
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FIG. 9. For three values of backscatter
gib/gi = {0, 0.4, 0.8}, we plot the out-
put JSA (white, contours), the nonlinear
contribution Γ̄Sq

(k, k′) (green, density),
and axis plots (purple) showing the lin-
ear transmission from ring y to the out-
put bus, La→s+ (Appendix B), for the
given instance of gib (solid, purple) as
well as that with no backscatter, gib = 0
(dashed, purple). Each is plotted over the
range k ∈ (−2724.6, 2724.6)m−1.

γ =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

κs γzs 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 γys 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 κi γzi 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 γyi 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 γybi

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

g =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 gs 0 0 0

g∗s 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 gi 0

0 0 g∗i 0 gib

0 0 0 g∗ib 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, C =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

(G3)
where we introduced the backscattering parameter gib. The pump
field is defined as

⟨ãp(k)⟩ =
αp
√

2

√
σpvp
√

2π
⎛

⎝
exp
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

−(
((k − 1

2 δp) +
1
2 δp)σpvp

2
)

2⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

+ exp
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

−(
((k − 1

2 δp) −
1
2 δp)σpvp

2
)

2⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

⎞

⎠
, (G4)

setting the losses in the rings equal, γzs = γys = γzi = γyi
= γybi = γxp = γyp = γ′ = 0.5γ (i.e., half the loss, γ, from the
main text). We set the coupling parameters to κs = κi = γ′,
κp = 30γ′, vs gs = vi gi = 50γ

′2, and gp = 250γ
′2
/vp and the

pump bandwidth σp = 8
√

ln(2)/(0.6gs). Then, we must
choose

δp =

√

8g2
s −

γ4
ys
v2

s
− (

γ2
zs
vs
+

κ2
s

vs
)

2

√
2vs

. (G5)

In Fig. 9, we plot the JSA and the perturbative contributions resulting
from idler backscattering gib/gi = {0, 0.4, 0.8}.

APPENDIX H: DERIVATION OF FREQUENCY DOMAIN
EXPRESSIONS

The time domain equations of motion are linear and thus
admit linear solutions in the Fourier domain. We move to the fre-
quency domain by applying the Fourier transform and substituting
the operators for their Fourier components. For the linear equations
of motion [Eq. (6)], we arrive at Eq. (7) via

V∫
dt
√

2π
eiVkt
(

d
dt
+ Γ̄(t))ã(t) = V∫

dt
√

2π
eiVkt
(−iγ̄(t)s̃−(0, t)),

V∫
dt
√

2π
eiVkt
(−iVk′ + Γ̄(t))∫

dk′
√

2π
e−iVk′tã(k′)

= −iV∫
dt
√

2π
eiVkt γ̄(t)∫

dk′
√

2π
e−iVk′ts−(k′),

∫ dk′(−iVk′δ(k − k′) + V∫
dt
2π

eiVkt Γ̄(t)e−iVk′t
)ã(k′)

= −i∫ dk′(V∫
dt
2π

eiVkt γ̄(t)e−iVk′t
)s−(k′),

∫ dk′(−iVk′δ(k − k′) + Γ̄(k, k′))ã(k′)

= −i∫ dk′γ̄(k, k′)s−(k′).

For the nonlinear equations of motion, some care must be
taken to ensure the Fourier transform is applied consistently. Given
Eq. (10), we arrive at Eq. (12) via
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V∫
dt
√

2π
eiV−kt

(
d
dt
+ Γ̄(t))Ã(t) = V∫

dt
√

2π
eiV−kt

(−iγ̄(t)S̃−(0, t)),

V∫
dt
√

2π
eiV−kt

(−iV−k′ + Γ̄(t))∫
dk′
√

2π
e−iV−k′tÃ(k′) = −iV∫

dt
√

2π
eiV−kt γ̄(t)∫

dk′
√

2π
e−iV−k′tS−(k′),

∫ dk′(−iV−k′δ(k − k′) +V∫
dt
2π

eiV−ktΓ̄(t)e−iV−k′t
)Ã(k′) = −i∫ dk′(V∫

dt
2π

eiV−kt γ̄(t)e−iV−k′t
)S−(k′),

∫ dk′(−iV−k′δ(k − k′) + Γ̄(k, k′))Ã(k′) = −i∫ dk′γ̄(k, k′)S−(k′),

for which we indeed find the linear solution
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